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Hello gorgeous!

How is this fall going for you? Slowly but surely, everything becomes colder,
everything shifts towards winter and the merry holidays coming along. Usually,
holidays are a source of happiness, excitement, and reconnection, but they
can also be a source of stress. The holiday season is like an emotional
rollercoaster in a way, because your vibes can as easily go from relaxed, calm,
and happy to super stressed out. But don’t worry, because even during the
holiday season, you can still remain aware, conscious, calm, and devoted to
creating your own damn magic. 

If you are a beginner in crystal healing, then you are starting in the right place!
Each month we will be sending you a Crystal Of The Month Box, where we will
include crystals, charged with Reiki Healing Energy by our Master Reiki
Teacher & Founder - Shereen, as well as exercises and rituals in which you can
use your crystals. We will cover everything there is to know about that crystal,
and its various uses from beginner to advanced, and through each crystal, we
will help you to create your own damn magic.

Holiday season can be hard for everyone, however,
luckily crystals are always around to help you stay calm
and mindful. Crystals, the beautiful present Mother
Nature gave us are here to support us on our magical
journey, and to help us always endure, push forward,
and create our own damn magic!
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What Are Crystals Exactly?
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This month we are giving you one of the most magical crystals in the crystal
healing world - Fluorite in the shape of a crystal heart. Plus we included a super
special Tranquility Oil to help you enhance calmness and to help you create
your own damn magic.

Crystals are different minerals extracted from the earth. Each crystal radiates
with a different energy frequency, and those energy frequencies of the crystals
are often used in crystal healing. 

By connecting with your crystals, allowing the energy frequencies of the
crystals to interact with your own life energy, the crystals can improve the flow
of life energy in your body, increase the vibes you send off into the universe,
dissolve and heal energy blockages in your body, cleanse and remove low-
frequency vibes as well as offer protection from low-frequency vibes. 

And now, before we dig into the meaning and benefits of fluorite, let’s check
out what are crystals and how to heal with crystals:
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Rainbow Fluorite is one of the best crystals in the crystal healing world for
enhancing inner tranquility and calmness.

The possibilities with crystal healing are endless because when you combine
the frequencies of different crystals in crystal grids, you can find a solution to
any issue. 

So, how can you use the Fluorite of this month’s box?

The most important thing to remember is that every crystal has its own
energy frequency. To use crystals successfully, you first have to study each
crystal's properties. But, with so many crystals around it is very difficult to
learn all their properties, energy frequencies, and uses, as well as how to
combine crystals.

That is why we created this magical crystal healing box just for you! We want
to help you learn all there is to know about crystal healing, individual crystals,
and how crystals can interact with each other, as well as how they interact
with you. Through learning about each crystal individually, you will soon
become an awesome crystal healer, and you will attain a vast collection of
crystals to help you heal and balance yourself!

How To Use Crystals?

What Is Fluorite And What Are Fluorite’s Benefits?
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Wearing a bit of Fluorite helps you to strengthen your inner resolve, and
instead of becoming blindly responsive when you are upset or stressed out, it
gives you a moment of stillness. A moment of tranquility to catch your breath
and make a conscious choice to grow and resolve instead of falling back into
old, stressful, low-frequency patterns.

As such, it is often said that Fluorite is known as “The Rainbow Breaker Of
Chains” of the crystal world because it helps you to break out of patterns that
no longer serve you. Fluorite is also used in meditations for inner harmony,
and for spiritual growth because it connects with the upper chakras.

If you feel like you have lost your path, and you are unsure where to head next,
or even where a door might be open towards your future and personal growth,
then working with Fluorite can be a profound experience. Fluorite helps to
enhance connection with the Universe, allowing you to connect to your higher
purpose, enhancing your intuition and connection with your higher self,
allowing you to find your true calling and path in life.

Sagittarius is represented by the symbol of the Centaur Archer representing
travel, exploration, and a wanderlust-like spirit. 

Why Should You Use Fluorite During Sagittarius Season?
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It’s the very last fire sign of the zodiac, persistent, direct, unwavering in the
quest for knowledge. These free spirits are thrill-seekers, always looking for a
new adventure to dive into. Self & spiritual exploration are a big part of
Sagittarius’s quest for knowledge and understanding as well.

This fiery lust for knowledge mostly comes from the planet that rules
Sagittarius, which is Jupiter. Jupiter is often considered as the planet of
abundance, spirituality, and self-exploration. 

As we mentioned before, Sagittarius is the last fire sign of the zodiac. The fire
element brings enthusiasm, self-confidence, courage, and creativity.

With all of this said, you have a pretty good image of what your inner
Sagittarius is all about. This following period will be all about getting to know
yourself a bit better, getting a better insight into what makes you tick, and
enhancing the ability to remain calm, even when chaos emerges in the
upcoming holiday season. Are you excited to make your own damn magic with
Fluorite? Let’s get into it!

In your box, you will find Fluorite into the shape of a puffed crystal heart.
Today we are sharing with you a magical healing ritual to help you create your
own damn magic with fluorite.

How To Use The Fluorite From Your Box?
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Are you ready to use your tools? We are really hyped up to share one of our
favorite calm af rituals ever! Okay, so first up clear up some space on your
floor and use a blanket or a yoga mat, or alternatively, you can perform this
ritual in your bedroom, on your bed if you feel like you would be more
comfortable there.

Because we are working on a ritual for enhancing inner calmness, at some
point you will feel super relaxed, which is why it’s super easy to fall asleep
during this ritual. 

That’s why we recommend that you perform it on the floor because it might
make it a bit easier for you to remain focused. However, gorgeous, you do you,
and feel free to set up wherever you feel like you can create the most magic!

Instilling Inner Calmness And Harmony
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Okay! Now that you are all set up, put all of your tools in front of you. First
up, let’s get to know our crystals. Take your Fluorite Puffed Heart in your 
 palm. Then sit down and take a few deep breaths. Breathe in and breathe
out. Feel yourself getting more and more relaxed with each breath you
take. Now feel the energy of your Fluorite crystal. How does it feel? How
does it interfere with your energy? Do you feel calmer, lighter, seamlessly
flowing? Note down all of the sensations that you feel. Then take a few
breaths, and gently pull yourself out of these sensations. Focus your
attention on going back, and opening your eyes.

Excellent gorgeous! Well done on getting to know the Fluorite from your
box. Now that you have experienced a bit of its healing power, let’s focus
on enhancing those sensations of calmness. 

Take your tranquility essential oil, and add one drop on each thumb. Then
gently massage your left wrist with circular motions, gently applying
pressure on your wrist. As you do so, focus on enhancing the calmness
and tranquility that you felt while simply holding your fluorite. Feel your
body getting unclenched and more and more relaxed. Then move onto
your right wrist and repeat the process.

When you are ready, lie down and hold your intention of enhancing inner
harmony in your mind. Then, hold your fluorite puffed heart and gently
whisper to it “calmness”. Then place the heart on your chest.
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Then, take three deep breaths. With each breath, feel yourself getting
more and more relaxed, calmer, and calmer. Feel every nook and cranny
from your body slowly unclench and release the stored pressure and
stress from it. Feel the top of your head becoming completely relaxed and
cleansed from stress, anxiety, and worry. Then your eyes, cheeks, ears,
mouth, back of your neck, your throat, your shoulders, your spine, your
torso, arms, palms, hips, thighs, knees, calves, feet, and toes. Feel
yourself completely relaxed, and calm. 

Then visualize yourself getting filled with beautiful, light lavender energy.
Visualize it filling every nook and cranny of your entire being, little by little,
filling you with joy, calmness, gratitude, and understanding, helping you to
enhance inner harmony. 

With each breath you take, feel the lavender energy within you getting
more vibrant, more alive, more joyful, more calming. Breathe in and out.
Take a few moments to completely relax and dwell in this beautiful
calming, harmonious energy you just created.

Then when you feel ready, open your eyes and thank the Universe for the
beautiful healing energy you just created.

Whenever you feel like you are particularly upset or you just need some
calming energy on the way, repeat this healing ritual. The best practice would
be to repeat it at least once a week.

Each morning hold your fluorite heart and feel its energy to help you start off
the day in the right way - with harmony and calmness.

Each evening, massage your wrists and your body wherever you feel tension
with the tranquility oil to enhance inner healing and calmness in your body.

We hope that you have enjoyed this month’s box!

Happy healing!

With love, the MLMS team xoxo


